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The strategy focus is to identify the maximum that customers are willing to pay for
the benefits they receive, or perceive, from products and services, and what portion
of the value they will cede to the supplier.

The basic steps are straightforward: understand the customer's economics, quantify
the full value that a new offering can create for the customer, communicate that value
and, finally, set prices that split the value created between the customer and the supplier.

Figure 1: Steps for developing value-based pricing strategy
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Perhaps the biggest question in setting the price of a new product or service is
"how high, for whom?". One way to find the answer is to climb the pricing staircase,
which includes four separate flights, each comprising its own set of questions.

Figure 2: Search of sustainable price ceilings
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Climbing the entire staircase can
be rigorous but rewarding because
progressing through each flight
can reveal a range of value creation
opportunities for the company and
ideas that might otherwise be missed.

Conclusion

Value-based pricing requires a
significant change in the way most
companies go to market. It requires
rethinking everything from customer
segmentation, to product marketing,
to sales and account management in
order to support a new and unique
market positioning. Core processes
must be realigned and new processes
established, with deeper analytical
capabilities embedded throughout- the
organization, especially in the customer
facing sales force.

The questions now; Are you up to the
challenge? Is your senior management
ready to champion such a comprehensive
shift in market strategy? Are you willing
to engage your customers in new ways?
Is your organization ready to embrace
new capabilities? In the end, it almost
always comes down to a question of
cynicism: Would Oscar Wilde call you
a cynic, or are you ready to capture
the value of value?
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